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MATRIX 6
Key Features Overview
■ Up/Downloading 

Full uploading and downloading capability
ensures that all programming and system
amends can be done from remote locations e.g.
the installation office or even the engineers
home! This means that your company will
benefit through time saving and can maximize
the revenue from each of your installations.
Local or remote simple diagnostics can be made
using the UDL software to detect battery voltage,
fuse status, zone status etc.

■ On-board DC/Modem
Ensures that no additional costs are incurred and
that your chosen signaling format will be
supported. Contact ID or Pyronix Protocol
communication formats offer the benefit of exact
events being sent to the Alarm Receiving Centre
(ARC) 

■ Custom UDL Software
Custom software is used for all local or remote
programming via a PC. The software is MS
Windows™ based and is extremely easy to use,
even for those with little previous PC
experience!

■ 6 zones
There are 6 fully programmable on-board zones;
entry, exit, access, immediate, omitted (bypass),
fire, personal attack, 24 hour, tamper, latch
keyswitch, momentary keyswitch. In addition,
zone operation may be programmed as normally
open, (to enable the use of fire detectors),
normally closed, double end of line and single
end of line. There is the option to program zones
4 - 6 to connect inertia sensors.

■ MX-Voice
This optional voice module will enable you to
offer your customers the benefit of having a
voice message sent to their phone in the event of
one of a number of alarm conditions.

■ Icon LCD Keypad
The icon keypad is aesthetically pleasing with a
magnetic key cover lid and is extremely user 
friendly. There are on-board PA, Fire and 
Medical keys and each Matrix 6 system is able 
to take up to take up to 4 icon LCD keypads.

■ 16 Codes
With 15 individual user codes plus 1 engineer
code, the Matrix 6 is capable of meeting most of
the needs for multiple users.

■ 100 Event Log
A 100 event memory log with time and date
stamp can be accessed on site or remotely and
will provide you all the activity history you need
as well as meeting ABI guidelines for signaling
systems.

■ 2 Arm Modes
The panel has 2 arming modes with a home or
away option and there is the option for single
digit arming. Each of these can be timed, silent,
final exit or keyswitch. This allows you to
configure the system to exactly meet the
requirements of your customer.

■ Superior Lightning Protection
Heavy duty lightning protection of 6.75Kv /
125Amps is standard on the Matrix 832+
affording you peace of mind whatever the
weather!


